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US High Yield – 2019 Outlook Summary
The following is a summary of our larger, in-depth 2019 Outlook report, which is available upon request.

Executive Summary
The following report represents our analysis of the state of the US high yield market, with a focus on both the risks and opportunities inherent to the
asset class as we enter a new year. Following Q4’18 volatility that eroded US high yield returns to sub-0% levels on a YTD basis, we expect to begin 2019 with
what we view as attractive valuations in the context of conservative high yield credit metrics and broad economic strength. Ultimately, we expect 2019 high
yield returns to be somewhat below current yields, as the potential for spread widening and upward pressure on rates offset the benefits of a still benign
default environment. However, we expect high yield to outperform other fixed income asset classes, largely a function of improving fundamentals, technical
tailwinds and attractive yields post-selloff. Given our view that an end to the cycle is not a near-term event, we believe recent spread widening represents an
opportunity to add exposure to the asset class.
While our overall view of high yield is supportive, we acknowledge that certain subsets of the market (most notably CCC rated securities) carry
heightened secular and/or idiosyncratic risks. This dynamic, coupled with our rating-specific spread and return targets, make us biased toward Single-B and BB
credits. On a sector basis, we favor non-cyclicals with modest dependence on foreign growth, as well as those that score well within our EV-adjusted spread
per turn of leverage analysis. If we are wrong, and market yields increase relative to our base case, we find both broad and short duration high yield attractive
by virtue of elevated breakeven levels and rapid expected recoveries following an immediate yield shock. Key takeaways from our analysis are as follows:
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High yield market returns in 2018 are approximately 20th percentile relative to the last twenty years; our 2019 estimated total returns are
approximately 40th percentile
CCC credits outperformed for most of the year, but fell behind Single-Bs following the selloff that began in early October
Despite an elongated recovery, we see little chance of a recession in the next 12 months
Cumulative GDP growth through the current expansion continues to trend below prior recoveries, showing little evidence of the buildup of market
excesses that typically precede recessions
Major economic indicators continue to trend positively; leading indicators (Conference Board US Leading Index of Ten Economic Indicators, Senior
Loan Officer Survey) show no sign of degradation
The yield curve may invert in H1’19, but our analysis shows that recessions typically lag inversions by nearly 1.5 years
Risk assets typically begin to underperform 5 to 9 months prior to a turn in the cycle; our timeline suggests high yield can perform favorably through
2019 before investor concerns are dominated by recessionary fears
Net leverage has improved since Q1’17 and is in line with cycle averages of ~ 3.4x
Interest coverage, a key determinant of future defaults, remains well above cycle averages at ~ 4.6x
Default rates have rapidly declined, largely driven by the alleviation of commodity-related stress; we expect defaults to remain modest in 2019
Recovery rates have improved rapidly, and we expect non-recessionary conditions and the lack of sector concentration to allow above-average
recovery trends to persist into 2019
By sector, 2018 fundamental improvement was strongest in Energy, Healthcare and Basic Industry; weakest in Consumer Goods, Retail and Leisure
Broad and short duration yield-to-worst levels are the highest the market has seen since H1’16 (a period in which commodity volatility was
pressuring 1/3 of the high yield index)
Asset valuations, which had been the greatest weakness of US high yield throughout 2018, now look attractive post-selloff (based on our spread
regression model)
Credit remains the best compensated risk factor in the market; term risk compensation has improved but remains below cycle averages;
compensation for illiquidity risk has improved but remains below cycle averages
By rating, Single-B and CCC credit appears attractive relative to index spreads and historical percentile ranks; BB credit valuations have improved post
selloff (they appear to have sold off more than expected from early October through late November) and approximate fair value
Debt growth has been most prolific in Services, Media, Healthcare and Energy – typically an indicator of future sector stress
Most often cited fundamental risk factors (foreign growth exposure, rising labor & freight costs, cyclicality) should have the most muted impact on
Media and Telecom, and are most concerning for Capital Goods and Technology
Rising interest rates, protectionism and China remain top investor concerns, with these three dominating sentiment for over a year
NFIB Small Business Optimism readings nearing record-high levels should bode well for high yield fundamentals
While aware of acute fallen angel risk given the proliferation of BBB rated debt, we envision rising stars outpacing fallen angels in 2019
We expect net supply to remain negative in 2019, creating a technical tailwind for the US high yield market
Current spread and yield levels on the US high yield index typically coincide with total returns of 3.5% to 4.5% in subsequent 12-month periods
Our spread, rate, default and recovery models imply ICE BofAML US High Yield Index (H0A0) returns of ~ 3.5% in 2019, and ICE BofAML 1-5 Year BB-B
US Cash Pay High Yield Constrained Index (JVC4) returns of ~ 4.3% in 2019

For inquiries regarding the underlying analyses and full report, please contact your SKY Harbor representative or email info@skyhcm.com.
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Important Disclosures and Disclaimers
SKY Harbor Capital Management, LLC (“SKY Harbor”) provides this document for informational purposes only. The information herein is intended solely for the person to whom
it has been delivered. Nothing contained in this document is or should be construed as an advertisement, or an offer to enter any contract, investment advisory agreement, a
recommendation to buy or sell securities of any kind, a solicitation of clients, or an offer to invest in any particular fund, product, investment vehicle, or derivative.
This document contains forward-looking statements that are based on SKY Harbor’s current views and assumptions. Forward-looking statements such as the findings of our
analytical research, our outlook for interest rates, Fed policy, the economy, high yield markets and the like, or our intended adjustments to the portfolios within our strategies
are subject to inherent risks, biases and uncertainties that are beyond SKY Harbor’s control and may cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations expressed
herein.
The information contained herein is subject to change, and SKY Harbor is under no obligation to update any information contained herein. Certain information contained in this
document has been obtained from third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, has not been independently verified, and its accuracy or completeness cannot be
guaranteed.
Investing in securities involves risk of loss and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Fixed income securities, especially high yield debt securities, are
subject to loss of income and principal arising from credit risk, which is the risk that the issuer will be unable to make interest and principal payments when due. Material risks in
investing in high yield debt securities also include, but are not limited to, opportunity cost (the risk that an issuer’s credit trends deteriorate resulting in a higher level of
compensation demanded by the market relative to the initial investment), interest rate risk, liquidity risk, selection risk, and overall market risk. In general, issuers of high yield
debt securities have a greater likelihood of defaulting on the payment of interest or principal than issuers of investment grade bonds. There can be no assurance that the
investment objectives described herein will be achieved or that substantial losses can be avoided.
SKY Harbor is not a tax or legal advisor. Prospective investors should consult their tax or legal advisors before making tax-related investment decisions.
The ICE BofAML Index data referenced herein is the property of ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE BofAML”) and/or its licensors and has been licensed for use by SKY Harbor. ICE
BofAML PERMITS USE OF THE ICE BofAML INDICES AND RELATED DATA ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING SAME, DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE
SUITABILITY, QUALITY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, AND/OR COMPLETENESS OF THE BofAML INDICES OR ANY DATA INCLUDED IN, RELATED TO, OR DERIVED THEREFROM, ASSUMES
NO LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE FOREGOING, AND DOES NOT SPONSOR, ENDORSE, OR RECOMMEND SKY Harbor or ANY OF ITS PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.
© 2018 SKY Harbor. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted, in whole or in part, by any means, to third parties without the prior written consent of SKY Harbor.
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